CLIMATE
MODELING

APPLYING LOCAL DISCRETIZATION
METHODS IN THE NASA
FINITE-VOLUME GENERAL
CIRCULATION MODEL
The general circulation model, developed at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for climate
simulations and other meteorological applications, emphasizes conservative and monotonic
transport and achieves sufﬁcient accuracy for the global consistency of climate processes.

Y

ou can simulate the atmosphere’s activities, climate modeling, by programming
approximate solutions to the physical
laws that govern it. An atmospheric
model usually has two parts: a dynamical core
that solves a set of partial differential equations
for an idealized atmosphere and a set of physical
parameterizations that provides realistic forcing
(such as precipitation, surface friction, and solar
radiation) to this atmosphere. These two parts
are usually treated separately. Recently, designing computing algorithms for climate modeling,
which requires massive computation for longterm simulations, has come to rely on efﬁciently
implementing parallel computation with distributed memory. Although numerical methods
based on local memory have parallel efﬁciency
with distributed memory, fundamental issues
arise when applying these local methods to global
climate modeling. (See the related sidebar.)
To address these issues, we developed a general
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circulation model (GCM) at the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center using monotonic ﬁnite-volume transport schemes. The physical quantity
choices are conservative following the motion in
the idealized smooth atmosphere. To establish
transport in one dimension, we adopted a set
of ﬁnite-volume schemes, including Sergei
Godunov’s piecewise constant scheme,1 Bram van
Leer’s piecewise linear scheme,2 and Phil Colella
and Paul Woodward’s piecewise-parabolic
method (PPM).3 We based our model’s dynamical
core on Shian-Jiann Lin and Richard Rood’s work
in the 1990s4–7 and based the physical parameterizations on those of the community climate model
developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research. In this article, we present the
NASA ﬁnite-volume dynamical core’s basic ideas,
concentrating on how to use Lagrangian conservation to improve the approximate solutions’ accuracy for the idealized atmosphere.
Transport algorithms
We can uniquely specify an idealized atmosphere’s status with a set of state variables such
as air mass density, air temperature, and wind
velocity. Starting with data for the grid boxes—
computational units of the atmosphere—a numerical method aims to predict the state vari-
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Fundamental Issues
When adopting local methods for climate modeling, maintaining global consistency among the climate phenomena is a key
concern. To achieve this without using global information to
constrain the numerical solutions, a local method must closely
follow physics’ conservation laws. The finite-volume method
approximates a conservation law’s integral over the volume of
each grid box, a computational unit of the atmosphere. We can
use this method for successful climate modeling because it maintains physical consistency in numerical solutions through local
conservation. Furthermore, to improve the solutions’ accuracy,
we can use Lagrangian conservation, a special case of local conservation that conserves physical quantities contained in a ﬂuid
element following the motion. A ﬂuid element’s physical quantity
is conservative following the motion only when no sources or
sinks occur during the transport process.
Simulating atmospheric motions with computers often generates spurious noise in the solutions. This noise contaminates the
simulation with unrealistic features, so climate modelers have
developed various techniques to mitigate the problem. However,
we can avoid the noise by maintaining the physical quantity
distributions’ monotonicity during the transport process. In
other words, the numerical approximation creates no new local
maxima or minima. Unfortunately, monotonic transport schemes
are often quite diffusive and can be less accurate than nonmonotonic ones. However, for scalar transport where sources and sinks
aren’t present, the continuous governing equations dictate that
solutions be monotonic, so it can be desirable for the discrete
model to maintain this property.
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Figure 1. The piecewise-parabolic method
transport mechanism in one dimension. We ﬁrst
construct detailed subgrid distributions (red
curves) from the given overgrid distribution of
mean values (black line segments) for the grid
intervals A, B, and C. We then calculate the ﬂuxes
crossing the grid interfaces during transport, with
the subgrid distributions’ volume integrals
(shaded areas) over the upstream ranges implied
by the given velocity ﬁeld (green arrows).
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able values for the grid boxes in a short period
of time, say, ﬁve to 60 minutes. Then, we make a
simulation with a sequence of such small time
steps.
To illustrate, consider the PPM transport
mechanism of the air in one dimension (see Figure 1). Suppose we have the mean density of air
mass over the grid intervals at an initial time, and
we wish to determine the mean density of air
mass over the grid intervals after a short transport time. We first notice that a grid interval’s
air mass is simply its mean density times its
length. We can readily determine the mean density after transport if we know the grid interval’s
inflow and outflow during transport. We also
notice that a grid interval’s outﬂow across a grid
interface equals the adjacent grid interval’s inflow across the same interface. This is the air
mass ﬂux. The issue is then determining the air
mass fluxes across the grid interfaces during
transport; the approximate solution’s accuracy to
the mean density after transport depends on how
the algorithm calculates the air mass ﬂuxes.
The PPM transport algorithm ﬁrst constructs
a detailed structure of air mass density in each
grid interval using the given mean values. In this
article, we’ll call these structures subgrid distributions and the collection of mean values overgrid
distribution. The subgrid distribution in a grid
interval is constructed so the area under the
curve equals the rectangular area under the line
segment; the integral of a subgrid distribution
over the corresponding grid interval equals the
air mass contained in this grid interval. Additionally, each subgrid distribution is monotonic
in the corresponding grid interval and adjacent
subgrid distributions are monotonic across the
grid interfaces. The subgrid distributions’ monotonicity results from the monotonicity of the
given overgrid distribution.
If we know the airflow velocity everywhere,
we know exactly which air particle crosses a grid
interface during transport. Suppose the airﬂow
moves from grid interval A to grid interval B in
Figure 1—we then know how far upstream in
grid interval A an air particle would reach the interface I1 between A and B. The air contained in
this upstream range is exactly the ﬂux across interface I1 during transport. So, the ﬂux F1 across
interface I1 equals the subgrid distribution’s volume integral over the upstream range in grid interval A. This integral corresponds to the shaded
area under the curve.
Similarly, we can determine the ﬂux F2 across
the interface I2 between grid intervals B and C
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in Figure 1. If the airflow moves from B to C,
the flux F2 is an outflow leaving B during the
transport. Given the air mass M contained in
grid interval B before transport, we see that (M –
F2) is the amount of air remaining in B after
transport—that is, the volume integral of the
subgrid distribution over B’s remaining section.
It corresponds to the blank area under the curve
in grid interval B. With F1 being the inﬂow and
F2 the outﬂow during transport, the air mass in
grid interval B after transport is simply M′ = M +
F1 – F2, and we divide the resulted air mass M′
by the grid interval’s length to obtain the mean
density over B after transport.
If the overgrid distribution of the mean values
before transport is monotonic, overgrid distribution of the mean values after transport is monotonic; the monotonic construction of subgrid
distributions maintains monotonicity. Furthermore, to obtain each mean value after transport,
we combine the neighboring volume integrals
of the subgrid distributions that conserve the
material within the corresponding grid intervals,
conserving the transported material locally. Because these constructed subgrid distributions are
not the actual ones for the smooth fluid to be
simulated, errors occurred during the numerical
transport. These errors would be greater if the
transported material were not conservative following the motion in the smooth fluid system.
The actual distribution would have changed during transport, but the approximate subgrid distributions were constructed with the overgrid
distribution given at the initial time.
In multidimensional transport, using the 1D
schemes to estimate the ﬂuxes in each dimension
separately could amplify the 1D transport errors.
Lin and Rood designed a multidimensional transport algorithm to exploit dimensional splitting’s
efﬁciency while reducing the associated errors by
considering the contributions from other dimensions during the transport.4 This multidimensional algorithm also maintains the relationship
between air mass and other transported physical
quantities, and thereby promotes the computational ﬂuid system’s physical consistency. To further improve both accuracy and efﬁciency in multidimensional transport, Lin and Rood adopted
the Lagrangian coordinates in the vertical direction—namely, the altitudes of horizontal material
surfaces which evolve during the transport.7
Dynamics system
Not all physical quantities in the atmosphere’s
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Figure 2. Theorem applications: (a) D-grid
conﬁguration for applying the circulation
theorem in two dimensions. The absolute
vorticity (Ω) is a mean value over the grid box,
and the wind components (u, v) are predicted
along the boundary. (b) Schematic for applying
Green’s theorem with vertical Lagrangian
coordinates. We obtain the external force acting
on a ﬂuid element by integrating the surrounding
pressure (blue arrows).

continuous dynamics system are conservative
following the motion. For instance, the momentum (mass times velocity) in an air parcel is
not conservative following the motion because
of external forcing, such as the pressure gradient force due to pressure differences surrounding the parcel. If we conserved momentum in
the discrete numerical system through explicit
transport with the wind velocity, interaction with
the pressure gradient force would amplify the
errors in inertial transport. We wouldn’t localize the conservation of momentum in the discrete system as well as in the inertial case.
Three physical quantities in the atmosphere’s
continuous dynamics system are conservative
following the motion: air mass, potential temperature, and absolute vorticity. Potential temperature is a measure of molecular motions respecting a reference thermodynamic state of the
atmosphere. Absolute vorticity is a measure of a
fluid element’s rotation relative to an inertial
frame such as the space containing Earth. We
chose to conserve these three quantities in the
NASA ﬁnite-volume dynamical core to promote
transport accuracy and conservation localization.
Because they are directly related to primary
variables, we can achieve local conservation and
monotonicity of air mass and of potential temperature through finite-volume transport. Absolute vorticity is, however, a quantity derived
from velocity. To achieve the local conservation
and monotonicity of absolute vorticity with velocity being a primary variable, we must apply
the circulation theorem. This theorem says that
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Figure 3. Climatology of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project II (a) simulated with the
NASA ﬁnite-volume general circulation model and (b) the corresponding analysis from the European
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast, demonstrated with an average of 500-hPa eddy height
(m) over December, January, and February. The simulation is produced with a 15-year run at the
resolution of 2.5 x 2.0 degrees with 55 layers in vertical direction.

the integral of vorticity over an area equals the
integral of velocity along the boundary enclosing the area. By using the so-called D-grid configuration Figure 2a shows, we can predict velocity directly along the area’s boundary while
conserving absolute vorticity. Lin and Rood5
demonstrated such an approach’s advantages in
two dimensions with an excellent simulation of
the Rossby-Haurwitz waves, which the model-
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ing community has recognized as a standard test
for modeling atmospheric dynamics.8
To extend the 2D dynamics to three dimensions, we adopted the Lagrangian coordinates7
in the vertical direction. The vertical coordinates
are the altitudes of horizontal material surfaces,
and we can assume from hydrostatic equilibrium
that the difference of the pressure at the material surfaces balances the weight of the air con-
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fined between two material surfaces. The 3D
atmosphere is thus decoupled into inertial horizontal layers. We can treat the dynamics in each
layer as we would the 2D dynamics, except when
calculating pressure gradient force. We calculate
the pressure gradient force in a Lagrangian
layer6 with Green’s theorem, which says that the
integral of pressure difference over the volume
contained in a grid box equals the integral of
pressure over the surface surrounding the grid
box (see Figure 2b). So, we obtain the net external force acting on a ﬂuid element by integrating the surrounding pressure.
The NASA finite-volume dynamical core is
ultimately a collection of ﬁnite volumes, where
dynamical processes are calculated as integrals
of simple, locally continuous functions. The dynamical core reduces many of the ﬁnite-difference and spectral methods’ inherent errors, and
a high degree of consistency of primary variables
and dynamical quantities exists. Figure 3 demonstrates the climatology of the NASA ﬁnite-volume GCM with the 500-hPa eddy height—that
is, the height at 500-hPa pressure level relative
to its own zonal mean—for December, January,
and February. We produced the simulation with
a 15-year run at the resolution of 2.5 degrees in
longitude and 2.0 degrees in latitude. The atmosphere’s vertical dimension is covered with 55
Lagrangian layers up to the pressure level of one
Pascal. The time step is 7.5 minutes for the dynamical core and 30 minutes for the physical parameterizations. We adopted the PPM to found
transport in one dimension. The 500-hPa eddy
height represents the wave patterns and magnitudes in middle troposphere, and the simulated
climatology is quite realistic according to the
analysis from the European Center for MediumRange Weather Forecast. You can ﬁnd additional
results from this model at http://dao.gsfc.nasa.
gov/NASanCAR.

O

ur experience with the NASA finite-volume GCM indicates that
the adopted monotonic transport
schemes’ diffusion effects are often
too strong for simulating small-scale atmospheric phenomena. We developed new monotonic finite-volume transport schemes to address this issue and have incorporated some of
them in the model as options; some are not yet
published or implemented.
Although you can use Lagrangian conservation to enhance the numerical solutions’ physical
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consistency, transport accuracy depends largely
on how the dynamics system predicts velocity.
Although Lin and Rood provide an accurate way
to predict velocity while exploiting the Lagrangian conservation of absolute vorticity,5,6
their methodology’s efﬁciency is restricted by the
time step size of fast-moving gravity waves. Further research might enlarge the time step and
improve the overall efﬁciency.
Furthermore, due to the adoption of the traditional longitude-latitude grid system, global
memory is still needed in polar areas where the
meridians converge. This affects the efficiency
of implementing parallel computation with
distributed memory. We are developing a new
design of the dynamical core with quasiuniform grids to avoid using global memory and
thereby promote parallel efficiency for distributed memory. We must still prove that this approach would gain enough in efficiency while
achieving sufficient accuracy for practical applications.
For more information about the NASA ﬁnitevolume GCM, see the documentation on the
next-generation model at http://dao.gsfc.nasa.
gov/pages/atbd.html.
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